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Yes, getting creative with the design is good, but you should also make sure your visual resume actually
addresses what the employer or recruiter is looking for. The interface is totally customizable, and as you click
on the different elements of your presentation the appropriate set of editing tools appear. Your presentations
will never be the same again! Source Sample 4: The visually stunning background used in this timeline
resume is amazing and the white text on dark background provides plenty of contrast. SharePoint is supported,
and you can access a web version of your presentation via Windows Live. Caption: This resume has plenty of
white space too. The white background gives it a clean appearance and the white space around the experience
and education timelines draw your eyes to them. Again, you may want to match your design to what the
company or recruiter is looking for. Not everyone appreciates creativity. Source Sample 3: A sleek-looking
and minimalistic visual resume. You can use custom graphics and download vector icons online. We create
beautiful presentations from scratch and redesign existing ones. More features than you can shake a stick at
PowerPoint has always excelled at giving users every option and feature imaginable. Caption: How to resize
your PowerPoint slide for your visual resume In the Slide Size dialog box, select Letter Paper or another size
depending on your location. Caption: Another example of visual resume with plenty of white space. Put a link
to your website or portfolio. Here are a few tips to get your resume noticed: Make sure your resume has
substance. Microsoft PowerPoint features the ubiquitous ribbon interface, which makes it very easy to
navigate and use. This version improves upon previous versions by making more advanced features easily
accessible and easy to understand. If you want ideas, check out these sample visual resumes below.
User-friendly enough for everyone, but with the advanced features needed to produce really professional
presentations, it's hard to think of a situation where Microsoft PowerPoint would not be a great option for
users.


